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In 1933 Tur&n raised the following problem. Let an arbitrary
finite
set f(a) correspond to every real number m. Two dist,inet numbers x and q
are said to be independent if s$f(y) and y #f(a). A subset S’ of the set 8
of real numbers is said to be ilzdependelzt if any two of its elements are
independent.
Turhn then asked: does there always exist an infinite independent set? G. Griinwald
has proved that the answer_ is affirmative
and L&&r has proved that there exists an independent
set of power c,
Ruziewicz then asked the following question: Suppose that J? = nt
(z-denotes the cardinal number of the set 8) and that to every x: EAS’there
corresponds a subset f(s) of S satisfying f(m) < n < nt where n < m
is a cardinal number which does not depend on d, Does there always
exist an independent
subset 8’ of S’ of power m? Sierpiriski,
Ruziewiez,
LLBz&r and Sophie Piccard have proved (see [3] and [4]) this without
using any hypothesis if m is regular or if nt is the sum of countably many
cardinals less than nt.
Assuming t’he generalized continuum
hypothesis
Z”k = nktl ErdGs
(see [l]) has proved t’hat the answer to the question of Ruziewicz is always
affirmative.
It’ is not known if this can be proved without
using any
hypothesis.
-It is clear that if we only assume f(x) < ut (instead of f(a) < n < m) ,
no two elements have to be independent.
To see this let {XJ,
1 < a
of the set 8. Put f(X,) = {X,], 1 < ,!?< U.
< Qn, be a well-ordering
Clearly f(X,) < m for every 01 and no two elements are independent.
We are going to prove the following
TBEOREM.Let S = {X,} , 1 < u < Q,. Assume that there exists
a fixed ordinal fi < Q, so that for every a (1 < a < J2,) the ordkab type
of the (well-ordered) set f(X,)
is less than B, Then there exists an indepetident
set of power tn.
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First of all we can assume that the cardinal m has an immediate
predecessor (i. e, is not a limit cardinal). For if m were a limit cardinal,
then there would clearly exists an n satisfying fl < n < m (B is the cardinal number whose power equals the power of a well-ordered
set of
ordinal type /3) and our theorem follows from the positive answer given
to the problem of Ruziewicz.
Assume next that m has an immediate
predecessor,
i. e. that
m = Kk+l (in this case our proof will not use the continuum hypothesis).
Let S, be a maximal independent
subset of S = {X,], 1 < a < !22k+l.
That is S, is independent and if ZES is not in S1, then the set 2 u S, is not
independent.
If S1 has power K~+~ our theorem is proved. Thus we can
assume that 8, and every other independent set has power less than s&i
and we shall arrive at a contradiction.
Consider the set S, u f(S,) (f( S,)
= zG f(x)). S, u f( S,) has a power less than sliTl (since f( S) < Rk and since
I$.+~ ii regular it is not cofinal with &,l)
and therefore
there exists
a least ordinal a, which is larger than the index 6 of any element X of
set, we immediately
infer
S, uf(S,). Since S, i s a maximal independent
that if y 2 a1 then f(X,) A 8, cannot be empty (since X, u S, is not
independent
and by construction
X,#f(S,)).
Now let S, be a maximal
independent set in {X,}, a1 ,( y < &+, ; by our assumption S, has a power
less than xliel and we can define a2 as the least ordinal which is larger
than the index of any element of X, of S2 uf(S,).
Let q < fl be any
ordinal. Suppose that for every 5 < q we have already defined an increasing sequence Q; and maximal independent
sets S, where the index of
each element of Sg is greater than acr for every E’ < 5 and where a; is t’he
least ordinal greater than the index of any element of SEv f(S,). We
proceed by transfmite induction.
Let S, be a maximal independent
set
amongst the elements {X7) where z runs through the ordinals < QkTl
Rhich are greater than aEfor every E < q. ‘By our assumption S, has power
< K~-~. Define a, as the least, ordinal greater than the index of any element of 8, -f(S,).
Thus the sets S, and the ordinal arl are defined for
every 17c /?. since fl < Hk, there exists a least ordinal 6 such that a,, < 6
for each ye< /3. X,5 u S1 is not independent
(by the maximality
of S,)
and since by construction
Xl,#f(&),
f(X6) n S,? is not empty for every
q < p. But since the index of every element of S,] is greater than arrr for
every 71 < 7 and is less than a,, f(X,) clearly contains a well-ordered
subset of ordinal type p. This contradiction
proves our theorem.
Knaster [2] poses the following question: as is well known, Sierpinski [rj] has proved that c = x1 is equivalent
to the possibility
of decomposing the plane into two sets a and B so that every horizontal line x: = t
intersects A in a dcnumerable set and every vertical line y = t intersects
B in a denumerable set. xow let tt-, 1 < [ < 0, , be a well- ordering of the
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real numbers. Is it possible to decompose the plane into two sets A and B
so that there should exist an ordinal fi < 9, such that every horizontal
line x: = t intersects A in a set of ordinal type < ,3 and every vertical
line y = t interse&s B in a set of ordinal type < ,8 (i. e. the ordinal type
of the sequence t of the points (t, te) in A is less than 0 for every t) ?
Knaster remarks that Sierpiliski’s
original dec,omposition does not
have this property
and conjectures (see [a]) that such a decomposition
is impossible. We are going to prove this and in fact will sho>v that if A
is such that every horizontal line n: = t intersects it in a set of ordinal type
< ,6 then B (the complement of d) contains a square of power x1, i. e.
there exists a subset 8, of the reals of power K, so that for every J:#~,
y E&, x # y, the point (z, y) belongs to B. (Clearly, the condition 2 f !J
cannot be omitted since all the points (a, a) could be in A).
Let t be any real number. Define f(t) as the set of all t, where (t, t$)
belongs t’o A. Ry assumption f(t) has an ordinal type less than p. Thus
by our theorem there exists an independent! set ~‘3~of power No. By defi‘ ,
mt1on
of XC&) y Efll, x f y, thus the point’ (x, y) belongs to B. Thus our
assertion is proved.
Remark.
It is easy to prove by the method of Sierpiriski [5] that
if 9 is such that every horizontal line x = t intersects A in a set which
is not everywhere dense, t’hen there is a vertical line y = t which intersects B in A set of power t.
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